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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Phillips Industries Introduces WEATHER-TITETM M2 Dual Pole Plug Connection
with Superior Corrosion Protection

Santa Fe Springs, CA (January 29, 2019) Phillips Industries has introduced the
WEATHER-TITETM M2 liftgate electrical assembly with the only dual pole plug
connection on the market today that offers superior corrosion protection and is
interchangeable with any standard J3082 liftgate dual pole socket.
Phillips Industries designed the WEATHER-TITE M2 for dual pole applications
specifically to eliminate corrosion build up that can easily occur at the
coupled liftgate connection, slowing down or completely blocking the charge to the
liftgate batteries, resulting in downtime and delayed deliveries. The WEATHER-TITE
M2 liftgate assembly is just the latest product developed by Phillips Industries
designed to combat the high cost of corrosion
The WEATHER-TITE M2, with unbreakable, non-corrosive plug housing completely
molded to the electrical cable, is a durable solution that is impervious to water and
contaminants at the back of the plug. The moisture blocking WEATHER-TITE seal at
the front of the plug keeps contaminants from entering the socket cavity, preventing
corrosion from developing and traveling past the union inside the socket and into the
liftgate electrical system. Assemblies are available with heavy duty jacketing in
straight and coiled versions and come in varying lengths with a choice of two or four
gauge fine stranded copper wiring.
Visit Phillips Industries in Booth #713 at HDAW 2019 at the Mirage, Las Vegas,
January 28-31, to view the WEATHER-TITE M2 along with other corrosion
fighting solutions.

Please visit us at www.phillipsind.com to learn how Phillips products can make a
difference in your operation.
About Phillips Industries
Based in Santa Fe Springs, CA, USA Phillips Industries is a leading innovator and
manufacturer of advanced electrical and air brake system components, as well as
electronic solutions for communicating vehicle data to fleets and their drivers for the
commercial truck and trailer industry. Phillips’ products are standard on nearly 100%
of Class 8 trucks, more than 50% of all trailers manufactured in North America, and
can be purchased at virtually all premium distributors. Phillips has manufacturing and
distribution facilities throughout the US and Canada, as well as Mexico, China, and
Europe. Phillips maintains active membership in key industry associations including
TMC, SAE, Heavy Duty Manufacturing Association and various state trucking
associations. Their manufacturing facilities have earned the top quality accreditations
including ISO/TS 16949 and ISO 14001 as well as multiple prestigious customer
awards from Daimler, NAPA, and many others.
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